Learn how to request items from libraries outside UnityUK.
Sites outside of UnityUK, or using UnityUK only for searching, will receive requests placed in UnityUK via email.

The email sent to the potential supplier contains 3 HTTP hyperlinks which the potential supplier should click on to indicate how they are handling the request:

Our BL Account No. is: 87-0160
Our UnityUK reference is: 202455
Cost Scheme: CONAR - Conarls
If you are unable to supply, please contact us as soon as possible or update the request by clicking on the link below
Many thanks in anticipation

Click the link to ship the item http://www.unityuk.com/VDXAdmin/auto...d=000306210370
Click on the link to not supply the item http://www.unityuk.com/VDXAdmin/auto...d=000306210371
Click on the link to inform item available for supply (delayed) http://www.unity-uk.com/VDXAdmin/auto...d=000306210372

Bibliographic Details
Title: Worldwar
Serial title: WORLDWAR SERIES
Subtitle: striking the balance
Author: Turtledove, Harry.
Place of publication: London
Publisher: Hodder & Stoughton
Shelf Mark:
Date of publication: 1996.
ISBN: 0340684909
Reference source: UnityUK catalogue/tcr
Shelf mark:
Notes:

Our UnityUK reference is: 202455
Our Local Request No. is:
Requester Billing Address
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Once an item has been received, the requester should record the receipt of an item in UnityUK.

If the responder indicates by email or phone, that they will/will not supply the item, instead of clicking on the link in the message from UnityUK, the requester will need to modify the request to indicate that the responder could not supply, whereupon UnityUK will send the request to the next location in the rota (see Renew a requested item).